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Reflections on Designing in the
Wild: How Theories of Design
Information Manifest in Practice
Information acquisition, utilization, and communication are integral to the design process,
but systematic investigation of information behavior is complicated by its variety and the
ways in which designers engage with information throughout the design process. Our pre-
vious work developed a theoretical framework to categorize the various types of information
used during the design process, known as the Information Archetypes Framework. This
article explores how these information dimensions manifest in design practice, as reflected
on by experienced practicing designers. Deep qualitative analysis of eight interviews with
practicing designers revealed that the designers intentionally adapt their behavior to match
situation specific needs and navigate the tensions between information dimensions through
trajectories and loops. [DOI: 10.1115/1.4054986]
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1 Introduction
From early fundamental theories on how individuals generate

creative thought [1], to more recent explorations of how designers
can use information technology to perform large-scale searches of
the solution space [2], information has played a crucial role in
how we understand the science of modern design. The very act of
design itself is said to center around the transformation of informa-
tion from the environment into actionable knowledge that drives the
intent behind design activities [3]. The way that designers engage
with information during the design process is as varied and
dynamic as the process of design itself. Thus, we consider design
information as content ranging from requirements, best practices,
and designer experiences, to descriptions of technical and social
systems [4]. All of these types of information are valued for their
role in enabling designers to meet goals and consumer needs in
their design endeavors [5].
At the same time, technological advancements have led to an

increased ability to develop and capture information from what
was once a highly sought-after advantage, to a freely available com-
modity for innovation [6]. In addition, the complexities of modern
design require designers to organize and share information more
effectively because of trends toward life-long product support,
products-as-services, efficiency improvements, and innovative
solutions [7]. Within these complex engagements, it remains
unclear how designers navigate these rich sources of information
and how this behavior might relate to the quality of design [8–11].
Further compounding this uncertainty is the fact that design is an

increasingly social process due to the participation of many design-
ers and stakeholders in collaborative design that enable designers to
share expertise, ideas, resources, and responsibilities to improve
design outcomes. Within these collaborative design engagements,
designers must efficiently use and share information, coordinate
tasks, and resources [12]. However, collaborative design often
requires a great deal of time and energy on information preparation
and sharing, which may take even longer if the information is
unstructured [12]. Thus, there is a need to improve understanding
of what designers’ information needs are in practice [13], specifi-
cally around its utilization and sharing practices [4].

The realities of design practice have historically received very
little attention in the research literature. The complexities of the
types of information and activities used in design practice are not
easily captured in highly controlled laboratory experiments,
leading to the tendency for design research to happen in isolation,
without detailed understanding of industrial practices and context
[14]. Tools and methods developed in academic spaces often
suffer from lack of adoption by practitioners. This is partly due to
a fundamental lack of understanding what industrial demands are,
and how these tools and methods will be applied in context
[15,16]. Thus, academically created tools and methods face signifi-
cant barriers to adoption by practitioners [17,18]. For example, a
lack of contextual understanding by academics leads to the develop-
ment of tools and methods that lack integration into the organiza-
tional processes that practitioners operate in. In addition, the
presentation of tools and methods is often abstract and rigid, with
unclear communication of the value that these formalized tools
and methods can provide for the design process. Another major
challenge to the transfer of knowledge from research into practice
is our lack of consideration of the information needs, capabilities,
and working styles of practicing designers [19]. Thus, before
research can prescribe methods to improve design practice, we
must first systematically describe the behaviors, information
needs, and context of use of these methods in practice.
Therefore, the overarching goal of this research is to develop a

theoretical framework for adding to the understanding of what
and how information is used during the design process. The specific
focus of this article is to draw on designers’ experiences working
with these information types in practice to further develop this
framework. The following sections outline the prior work con-
ducted to develop this theoretical framework.

1.1 Prior Work on the Information Archetypes Framework
Development. The previous section highlighted the importance of
understanding designers’ interactions with information. Our prior
work has developed a foundation for addressing this knowledge
gap through the development of a typological framework that cap-
tures the various types of information encountered by and used by
designers during this process [20–22]. The output of our prior work
in this space has produced the Information Archetypes Framework,
and this current work builds on this framework for classifying infor-
mation types found during the design process.
In sum, the Information Archetypes Framework is a theoretical

framework to study information use in design through the lens of
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building typologies to develop a theoretical understanding of the
applied phenomena [23]. This approach of using typologies to
build theory has been applied in disciplines such as organizational
science and social psychology (see Refs. [24–26]), but it is most
strongly associated with the creation of taxonomies (a hierarchical
typology) to describe the natural order of the animal kingdom
[27]. Typologies in this research, similar to typologies of the
animal kingdom, serve to provide a theoretical understanding of
complex entities and their relationships to one another and also
provide pragmatic guidance to practitioners within that domain.
In design, the stakeholders of typologies certainly include not
only design researchers but also those who practice design (individ-
uals, organizations, and funding sources), those who consume the
end product of designs (customers and users), and those who
teach design (educators and design methodologists) [28]. While
Dorst and van Overveld’s work proposed a typology for describing
the practice of design [28], in this work, we take a step back and
instead advance a typology of the information used in design, rec-
ognizing that design practice must engage with information before
acting on goals during the design process. Such a framework of
design information can contribute to the understanding of how
designers navigate complex design spaces using information and
help to develop tangible guidelines for designers and enhance
design instruction.
This typological framework consists of dimensions, which them-

selves are found in unique combinations “in the wild,” forming
what are known as Archetypes [23] (see Fig. 1).
These dimensions were developed through detailed analysis of

the literature, reflections from field work with practicing designers,
and rigorous qualitative coding procedures outlined in a prior study
[21]. In all, five main dimensions with two corresponding levels
each were identified. The details of each dimension are as follows:
Information Source: This investigates the origin of information

with respect to the individual or organization that generated the
idea of the design. Novel designs can be developed using external
information such as new technology or trends in the market [29],
but expert designers also rely on internal information such as
their own experiences and their ability to recognize design
problem patterns [30].
Abstraction of Information: This focuses on the details provided

by the information and the extent to which it deals with high-level
concepts versus discrete real-life events. Designers engage with
abstract information to maximize the effectiveness of their solutions
[31], while concrete information can help in simplifying complex
problems [32].
Generality of Information: This describes the extent to which

information can be generalized to other design tasks, projects, and
areas. In contrast to such cross-cutting features [33], information
can also capture core paradigms that are specific to a particular
domain [34].
Effectuation of Information: This explores the varied thinking

styles of designers or design teams when addressing design prob-
lems. Decision makers can generate effective solutions to identified
problems by either using existing resources such as their existing
knowledge and network (effectuation) or by identifying a specific

market need and working toward addressing that need by using
and acquiring additional resources (causal) [35]. The prior work
stemming from this framework has shown that effectual and
causal information play a complex role in influencing creativity in
design [36].
Representation of Information: This revolves around the form of

communication used to deliver information during the design
process. Designers typically share their ideas with other designers
through emails with links to examples and short descriptions [37].
Some researchers have claimed that direct communication in the
early stages has an impact on the creativity of the final product
[38]. Others found a negative relationship between chat messages
and design outcome performance [9].
While this initial Design Information Archetypes Framework can

be used to build a theory about how information is used in creative
design and to allow researchers to empirically test the impact of spe-
cific types of information on design outcomes, empirical validation
of this framework is still needed to advance its predictive and
explanatory capabilities. One important aspect of studying informa-
tion utilization during design is designers’ own evaluations of rele-
vant information early on during ideation. Self-reflections are an
important tool to gain insight into the cognitive processes that
designers employ during ideation. However, researchers have
long noted discrepancies between people’s reported and actual
behavior [39].

1.1.1 Research Objectives. To further the development of a
theoretical framework on information usage during the design
process, this article explores the experiences of practicing designers
to provide a more applied context to Information Archetypes
Framework. The specific research objectives for this work are as
follows:
RQ1: How do individual dimensions of information manifest in

design practice? The information dimensions that make up the
Information Archetypes Framework originate from a combination
of prior literature and reflections from fieldwork. The purpose of
this research objective is to investigate how these individual dimen-
sions of information take form and are used in design practice.
RQ2: How are the information dimensions structured in design

practice? The information dimensions are discrete but not discon-
nected from each other. This research objective explores how the
designers understand the relationship between information dimen-
sions and how the overall structure of the framework takes form
in design practice.

2 Methods
To understand how practicing designers engage with different

types of information found in our Information Archetypes Frame-
work, eight practicing designers were invited to attend a 3-h indi-
vidual design session with the research team. Since this work
does not use null hypothesis testing to make claims about causal
relationships, the use of statistical methods for determining the
appropriate power in our tests is not applicable. Instead, thematic
saturation was used to determine the stopping point for the recruit-
ment of participants, which refers to “the point in data collection
when no additional issues or insights emerge from data and all rel-
evant conceptual categories have been identified, explored,
and exhausted” [40]. With eight participants, this study is within
the expected number of interviews, as similar qualitative studies
have reported thematic saturation ranging from 6 to 12 interviews.
All participants were identified using purposeful sampling through
the authors’ professional networks. Where probability sampling
serves to select a “truly random and statistically representative
sample that will permit confident generalization from the sample
to a larger population” [41], the goal of purposeful sampling is to
select information-rich cases for an in-depth study to gain deeper
insight into issues of central importance to the research [41]. Pur-
poseful sampling has been used in cognitive science [42,43] and

Fig. 1 Doty and Glick’s approach for building archetypes
from unique combinations of dimensions to understand
applied phenomena [23]
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engineering [44] to uncover valuable insights on complex phenom-
ena and human experience through a detailed analysis of in-depth
protocol studies on behavioral patterns, performance, and reflec-
tions. In this study, specific cases (experienced designers) were
chosen that intensely manifest the phenomenon of interest (rou-
tinely structuring information to facilitate the design process). Spe-
cifically, only designers who had obtained at least 3 years of
software design experience (through educational training, certifica-
tion, or job training) and currently engage in design activities as
their primary function in their full-time jobs were recruited for
this study. Consequently, each designer had between 3 and
17 years of experience. Six designers were employed by small to
medium software design and development companies in the US
midwestern metropolitan area (see Table 1), while two also taught
at the university (in a different department) where the research
took place. Reflecting the interdisciplinary nature of complex, real-
world problems and following the notion of design as a discipline in
itself rather than being unique to various domains such as mechan-
ical engineering or industrial engineering [45,46], the participating
designers come from a range of backgrounds varying from art and
design to software development and engineering.

2.1 Procedure. The data used for this research were obtained
from a larger dataset that was generated by a protocol study relating
information categorization and idea generation. More details about
this study procedure can be found in Ref. [20]. In summary, each
designer was asked to organize several information sheets that
were provided to them and use these to engage with a hypothetical
design challenge. The designers’ resulting information organiza-
tions and rationale were analyzed to understand the cognitive orga-
nization strategies used by designers in the early stages of the design
process. All participants received the same instructions, design
challenge, and information sheets. This article uses the data that
resulted from the semi-structured interview that concluded the
study session.
During this interview, participants were asked about their design

practice and how they typically engage with information to address
design problems. Since many of the cognitive processes affiliated
with the design process rely on tacit knowledge, we used the theo-
retical framework described in Sec. 1.1. to provide designers a
structured approach to discuss these abstract concepts. We
prompted the designers to critically reflect on how this framework
related to their own understanding of the types of information
used during their design activities. To do this, the participants
were provided with a brief explanation about each information
dimension, similar to the description provided in Sec. 1.1. Next,
the participants were asked about their high-level thoughts about
the framework. Participants were specifically informed that the
framework only represents one perspective of design information,
and a work in progress, and so their open and honest feedback
was welcome. Once the framework and its dimensions were
described, the following semi-structured interview guide was used
to drive the conversation:

(1) At first glance, what are your thoughts about the information
dimensions?

(2) To what extent are these dimensions representative of your
work process?

(3) How could the framework be helpful for you?
(4) How could the framework be expanded upon?

On average, each interview lasted around 30 min, resulting in a
total of 240 min (around 4 h) of recording that was transcribed
and analyzed.

2.2 Qualitative Coding Analysis. The eight interviews were
transcribed and analyzed for recurring patterns and themes using
deductive content analysis. In accordance with the research ques-
tions, the material was analyzed for how the designers related
their design practice to the individual information dimensions and
the framework as a whole, which were developed in the previous
work [21]. An iterative thematic analysis process was followed in
which the participants’ descriptions of how each of the information
dimensions appeared in their design practice were iteratively
extracted from the interview transcripts and then used to construct
emergent patterns across participants. The participants’ discussion
regarding the structure of the overall framework was captured and
analyzed using a similar process. Analysis of the first few inter-
views revealed several rough themes, which became increasingly
more nuanced and refined as additional interview data revealed
similar or closely related codes. Once additional interview data no
longer revealed new themes that were substantially different from
themes that were already uncovered, the data were considered the-
matically saturated and data collection was halted. The findings of
these analyses are presented in the following sections and illustrated
through the presentation of the most relevant or concise quotes.

3 Results
A short summary of the findings of both research questions is

presented in Table 2. Throughout this section, participant quotes
have been provided to increase transparency into the data. The
quotes have been shortened and paraphrased where it was possible
to do so without changing the speaker’s intent. Longer quotes show-
case the participants’ chains of reasoning, while shorter quotes illus-
trate how our interpretation and themes arose from the data.

3.1 RQ1: How Do Dimensions of Information Manifest in
Design Practice?

3.1.1 Source (Internal and External). The information dimen-
sion source refers to the place that the information originates from.
This can be internal when the information comes from within the
individual, team, or organization, or external when it is acquired
from outside the individual, team, or organization.
In the literature, external information is often viewed as a source

of inspiration [47,48] and as a means of obtaining feedback on the
design [49–51]. The designers in this study discussed the source of
information largely in the context of acquiring and verifying infor-
mation. One designer noted how essential acquiring external infor-
mation is to the design process since “design is not something I can
do on my own” (D8). In this sense, deliberately seeking out external

Table 1 Relevant designer characteristics

Designer, ∼years design experience Title, ∼years in current position Organization size and sector

D1, 8 years User experience lead, 3 years ∼51–200, mobile development and integration
D2, 7 years Product designer, <1 year ∼51–200, managed hosting and web design
D3, 3 years CTO, <1 year ∼1–50, custom software development and design
D4, 6 years CEO, 3 years ∼1–50, custom software development and design
D5, 17 years Graphic design instructor, 7 years ∼1000–5000, educational institution
D6, 15 years Graphic design assistant professor, 14 years ∼1000–5000, educational institution
D7, 5 years Graphic designer, 3 years ∼1–50, print, signage, and marketing services
D8, 8 years E-learning designer, <1 year ∼1–50, digital marketing solutions
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information serves to fill in missing gaps in existing knowledge:
“I need a majority of external information to even internally
create my own information. So it’s externally collecting and then
internally organizing and creating or designing” (D8).
Another way that designers leveraged external information

during the design process was to supplement or verify information
that has already been obtained and internally curated: “I don’t trust
my internal biases unless I’m meeting with an external source. So I
constantly have to say: ‘this is where I’m at, right? This is where
we’re at together, right?’ So I constantly need either to be research-
ing to support myself or to have people that can confirm my intui-
tion” (D5). One designer remarked that rather than looking at
whether the information came from an internal or external source,
they would break information into known or unknown. In other
words, internal information was viewed as information that was
readily available, or were “known quantities,” whereas external
information was used to supplement or validate internal informa-
tion: “What I’m doing in our process is determining the information
that we have right away. If there’s a gap in that information or we
need to validate it more than it has been, then we go to known exter-
nal. That’s where we’re doing some upfront customer interviews or
more usability testing. I like to go into that with a very open mind,
and then we’re sort of relating that to the known information that
we’ve gathered from previous relationships and customer analysis.
So it’s almost like I go directly to the known external, determine
how to gather the unknown external, and then once we have all
the information we need, we move to more ideation stage” (D1).

3.1.2 Abstraction (Abstract and Concrete). The information
dimension Abstraction refers to the level of detail in the information.
Information is abstract when it contains little detail, is more vague,
and deals with concepts. Information is concrete when it is highly
detailed, is descriptive, and refers to specific events or activities.
The designers in this study showed familiarity with the use of

abstract information in the design process. While a mix of concrete
and abstract information was routinely used in their practice, they
reflected that the early stages of the design process relied more on

abstract information with concrete information being used in the
later concept refinement phases: “I think that abstract is maybe
when it’s starting as a vision and concrete is when it’s turning
into a business” (D3). Furthermore, participant D3 clearly delin-
eated between the abstract style of design thinking and inquiry
early in problem solving, from the more concrete solution-focused
activities in the design process: “I think I’m more of an abstract
thinker up until I have to actually produce, but most of the time
what I produce is materialized. But as far as thinking through,
I think I have more questions than thoughts and ideas that are nec-
essarily solutions.”
This affinity for operating with abstract information in design

practice was reinforced by another participant who commented
that “If you’re a good designer, then you’re always thinking
abstractly. I think that’s the challenge of being a designer. Just
being able to look at concrete problems but then think abstractly
as you’re gathering more concrete data” (D1). These comments
indicate that designers tend to view much of the design process as
being abstract and conceptual. Indeed, the prior work has shown
how abstract thinking is often used by expert designers to maximize
solution finding [31], particularly in the early stages of design [52].
However, the same designer acknowledged that it is likely that this
may be different between design teams: “Product development
[referring to the product actualization or product refinement
phase] is very concrete in a lot of teams where they have design
handoffs and they’re essentially just meeting the requirements of
the design. It’s almost mathematical in a way and there is some
abstraction going on. But for designers, I feel like half of your
head space, it lives in the abstract” (D1). Thus, while differences
exist in how designers engage with abstract information across dif-
ferent teams, abstract information plays a prominent role in the
practice of design.

3.1.3 Generality (Cross Cutting and Domain Specific). The
information dimension Generality refers to how broadly applicable
information is to other areas. This can be cross cutting when the
information can be widely generalized across various domains, or

Table 2 Summary of study findings

Information
dimension
(section) Description

Summary of RQ1: information dimension
usage in practice

Summary of RQ2: manifestation of
tensions between dimension levels

Source (3.1.1) Where information originates from
(internal versus external).

Mainly used to acquire and verify information. Rather than relying on external information
for inspiration, designers use external
information to augment and verify internal
information.

Abstraction (3.1.2) How detailed the information is
(high-abstract versus low-concrete).

Abstract is more a style of design thinking and
inquiry than information itself.

To benefit from the complementary
relationship between abstract and concrete
information, designers draw from both
continuously and concurrently.

Generality (3.1.3) How applicable information is in
other contexts (high-cross cutting
versus low-domain specific).

Mainly used cross cutting for inspiration and
creativity during idea generation. Deep domain
information can foster a creative identity.

While inspiration from cross-cutting
information is more common, inspiration
and value can also come from deep domain
specific information.

Effectuation
(3.1.4)

What information is focused on
(resources-effectual vs end
goals-causal).

Causal drives project direction and activities
through framing of project goals, requirements,
and constraints. Effectual can also guide
project direction through available resources
such as access to other people’s knowledge.

Designers view people and other resources
(effectual) as a means of achieving their
goals (causal).

Representation
(3.1.5)

How information is delivered
(in-person or real time-asynchronous
vs not in-person or real
time-synchronous).

Mainly understood as communication between
designers and clients, and between designers
within an organization. The more ephemeral
synchronous information is mainly used to
reduce complexity, such as quickly resolving
issues or conflicts and refining ideas and
changing thoughts. Asynchronous is mostly
convenient and used for confirming decisions
and record keeping.

The majority of design work is done
through asynchronous information,
although synchronous face-to-face
communication is especially valuable in
the early phases of the design process.
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domain specific when it applies specifically to one domain of
interest.
The designers in this study related to the generality of informa-

tion through their use of cross-cutting sources of inspiration to
increase creativity while generating ideas: “When you get too spe-
cific it’s too narrow—I don’t want blinders on. So I find more cre-
ative and interesting solutions when I’m looking at other places that
aren’t direct resources” (D5) and “I think that having a combination
of these is what can really give an idea innovative value, because
I think the cross cutting is where it brings things into more of a
unique space at this point” (D3). Our participants showed an appre-
ciation for adapting ideas across domains to address specific project
requirements: “I don’t think enough time is spent on cross-cutting.
We had to look at a signature capture technology when we were
building the product that we built for the physicians. We had to
look at what’s currently available for domain capture, what solu-
tions are already in place, what those look like. We looked at
sign up documentations for businesses and legal tax documentation
and stuff like that. We brought in a lot of those findings and com-
bined them with the domain specific information to come up with
the solution that’s right for the scenario. This solution had to be
impersonal, for instance. Most signature capture software does
not have that requirement, that’s the purpose of it [signature
capture software]” (D1). As this participant described, existing solu-
tions in a particular domain do not always fulfil project require-
ments, necessitating inspiration from other domains.
On the other end of the spectrum, designers in our study also

valued domain specificity to develop a creative identity and focus
their contributions to a specific area of design. One designer drew
from the notion of the designer as an expert curator of information:
“There’s this idea that a designer should do everything and be able
to come up with any kind of solution, but the people who I see flour-
ish the most are those who have a singular voice. There’s a lot of var-
iables in there, but if they have become a master of one or two styles,
they seem to be the most successful because their work is really con-
sistent and they become experts. It kind of reminds me of Italian
Renaissance masters; they might experiment a little bit, but it’s
small shifts, not large ones. Our resources are just so abundant that
it’s easy to shift, but the people that I see whose work only moves
a little bit are the people I’ve seen to be really, really successful” (D5).
Across these two modes of relating to generality, the designers in

this study showed a nuanced understanding of what it meant to be
creative in their industries. The designers commented on the tension
of drawing from interdisciplinary domains to broaden their base of
knowledge while also maintaining enough focus to contribute spe-
cifically to a domain or to apply their knowledge to a specific appli-
cation area [53].

3.1.4 Effectuation (Effectual and Causal). The information
dimension Effectuation refers to the approach taken when presented
with a design problem. This can be effectual when the design is
created with the available resources in mind, or causal when it is
created with the end goals in mind.
The designers in this study understood causal information

through the frame of project goals and requirements, while they
related to effectual information as the available resources during a
design project. Causal information could be used to drive the direc-
tion and activities of a design project. One participant showed par-
ticular sensitivity to the provenance of the causal information,
paying attention to where the project requirements originated
from and questioning the relevance of the requirements and the con-
straints surrounding the project: “Now that I think about it, this
[causal information] is really critical. This is the requirements.
Even this [referring to an information sheet], I want to know what
this is based on. On some executive who says that they need some-
thing, or customers, feedback, data, or a problem within the
company that can be solved with a solution. Where is this informa-
tion coming from? Causal to me is related to some of the externals
that we might be gathering. I think a lot of designers blow past this.
Like ‘these are the requirements of the process, but let’s do this’ and

then they’ll start gathering information but they never really go back
to check if it’s really the problem or the requirement that we need to
address” (D1). Indeed, working with constraints, understanding the
problem frame, and exploring the problem space have long since
been recognized as a crucial step in the design process [54,55].
With regards to effectual information, another participant empha-

sized the importance of other people’s perspective to enhance the
design process, highlighting the potential of effectual information
to shape the direction of a design project: “I don’t trust myself a
hundred percent to create something without bringing multiple
people in and that’s something that, especially in the design com-
munity, people are very adamant about. Like one of my professors.
Once you graduate she’s like, ‘no, you graduated. I’m your col-
league, I’m not your professor’. So she really encourages it, and
especially with design because collaboration is, you know, every-
one has such different ideas and such a unique way to approach a
design problem or design issue. It’s almost a disservice to design
to not bring multiple people in. Because my ideas for creating a
design are specific to my experiences in life and everyone has
completely different experiences, so those diverse ideas are really
interesting, at least to me, to understand before designing some-
thing” (D8). The prior work has shown that effectual thinking is a
hallmark of entrepreneurial thinking [35], involving the use of
project resources (the means) to shape the goals of a project (ends).

3.1.5 Representation (Asynchronous and Synchronous). The
information dimension Representation refers to the way that infor-
mation is delivered to the recipient. This can be asynchronous when
the information is not delivered in person or in real time, or synchro-
nous when it is delivered in person or in real time.
Given the prevalence of digital tools and the importance of com-

munication in design projects [14], it is not surprising that research-
ers have looked into the effectiveness of computer-mediated
communication [9,12,56]. For the designers in this study, the repre-
sentation of information was mainly interpreted as the communica-
tions between designers and clients and between designers within
an organization. Several themes emerged from the discussion,
falling into three broad categories: (1) the ephemeral nature of syn-
chronous communication, (2) the functional benefit of synchronous
communication for quickly resolving issues or conflicts, and (3) the
role of synchronous communication for refining ideas and changing
their own thinking. Generally, the designers expressed the sentiment
that synchronous and asynchronous types of information had their
own applications and were each better suited for different purposes.
For example, asynchronous information was more suited for con-
firming decisions and record keeping, while synchronous informa-
tion was more effective for conveying complex information:
“Representation of information, that’s important to know because
you need to know the limits of the information. For example, with
emails you have a written record, which is helpful if you want to
have a written record of someone approving either an estimate or
the budget they provided. Emails are really poor in trying to get
somemore information. As in, it takes a lot of time to type something
up. It’s easier to get someone on the phone and ask what time does
this package need to arrive at your destination?” (D7). In addition,
designer D8 indicated that although design may be more skewed
toward asynchronous information due to its convenience, the infor-
mation that was conveyed synchronously was considered highly
valuable information: “For design, a lot of the time things tend to
be asynchronous just because graphic designers are attracted to the
idea of working remotely and working when you want to, how
youwant to, where youwant to. So that convenience really facilitates
more of an asynchronous representation of information just because
it’s convenient and you’re not limited to reading information right
now but you can come back later. So while the majority is asynchro-
nous, there is also, that’s why I meet with clients in person at the
beginning, there is so much more, I think things get straighter into
the point. There’s more, I don’t know if honesty is the right word,
but people tend to give more real information. If you have
however long to create a communication to somebody, you can
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really think it through. Whereas if you’re forced to just give an
answer right now, it’s probably the most honest answer you’re
going to give. So I think sending emails and information that’s not
time sensitive is 95% of what designers deal with on a daily basis,
but the 5% of communicating in person is extremely valuable. It
expands your understanding quicker. And it’s not just words on a
page, it’s in the moment and you have to focus on it. I think it’s
much more valuable.”

3.2 RQ2: How Are the Information Dimensions Structured
in Design Practice? Our second research question sought to go
beyond the ways that individual information dimensions appear in
design practice by exploring the relationships between and sur-
rounding these dimensions. To some extent, the presentation of
the Information Archetypes Framework suggests a discrete distinc-
tion between information dimensions and a binary difference
between the two levels that further specify each information dimen-
sion. Although they can be treated as such, and for data analysis
purposes indeed have been, these boundaries are much less distinct
in practice: “I think that having a combination of these [cross-
cutting and domain-specific] is what can really give an idea innova-
tive value, because cross cutting is where it brings things into more
of a unique space at this point” (D1). The same designer drew a
comparison using both causal and effectual information in the
design process: “When you’re going through the design process,
evaluating your problem’s source is kind of effectual, and then
your problem is causal. So I think both of those pieces of informa-
tion are necessary to make a good judgment.” In other words, the
two different levels for each information dimension may not be
mutually exclusive, and certain types of information may indeed
contain multiplicities in each dimension such that a superposition
of characteristics emerge in a single piece of information.
In some cases, the designers observed a directionality in the rela-

tionship between information dimensions and their levels. Regarding
Abstraction, several designers noted that design activities move from
the abstract conceptual design activities in the earlier stages of design,
to more concrete forms in the later design stages of the process. For
example, designer D5 remarked that “when I think of the design
process, at least what I’ve worked on, it goes from abstract to con-
crete in that order. Because everything creatively is extremely con-
ceptual at early stages of design, and concrete isn’t until some of
the last couple steps or the last few stages of it.” Notably, this move-
ment from abstract to concrete in the design process can manifest as a
cycle in which one moves from abstract to concrete to abstract, etc.:
“I think that you’re inevitably going to have a lot of abstract and con-
crete. I think that our clients usually start here [abstract] and we try
and work them here [concrete]. Just because I think that abstract is
maybe when it’s starting as a vision and concrete is when it’s
turning into a business. I think that it happens consistently through-
out, it’s like a cyclical process. Because even at the start of a new
design sprint you need to start with a vision and then get it to a con-
crete space. And that can go for information as well as the develop-
ment process in general [referring to the overall design process]”
(D3). This iterative structure of the design process has long been
acknowledged by both formal design methodologies as well as infor-
mal observations of designers in practice [57]. Perspectives on itera-
tion in design describe how the discovery of new information
influences the direction of project outcomes, which in turn modifies
the search space that is considered relevant to the project, and so on
until a final outcome is reached [12].
This movement from one level of a dimension to another can also

take place at a deeper, more personal level for the designer, as exem-
plified by one designers’ reflection on inspiration gathering. Designer
D5 described a pattern of appropriating external information to serve
as personal and unique sources of internal inspiration: “There was a
typographic designer who was really, really talented and he said that
he creates his own galleries using this metadata from his iPhone
images from his everyday life. So if he sees a cool bowling sign or
‘this sidewalk is kind of beautiful over here’ then he just puts in
the metadata something like ‘texture’ or ‘old signage.’ So he’s

doing all this pattern categorizing to give himself things that he can
pull up and bridge just by putting in the metadata and getting all of
the urban textures, or something like that. So he’s seeing how he
views the world. It’s like he’s categorizing his references. He said
“anybody can pull up Google and get the exact same results I do,
or anybody is going to go to Pinterest to get the same first two
pages, or any resource. So the solutions are going to be so similar
unless you deep dive which just takes so much more time”.
In this example, while design inspiration was obtained externally,

the process of categorizing inspiration and placing an interpretive
lens on the stimuli transformed the external information to highly per-
sonal internal information. As participant D5 explained: “…by him
making his own resources he’s constantly tapping back into his
own creativity and so no one has his solutions. So he’s drawing
very direct and very real creative stuff from his life, and his solutions
are unique to him, and nobody else in his work is going to be like
him.” This quote highlights the dynamic nature of information flow
in design and demonstrates the utility of movement from one end
of an information dimension spectrum to another.
While information plays an important role in the design process,

other factors such as the designer’s skills and expertise may affect
how the information is interpreted and manipulated. This may
apply to the Information Archetypes Framework as well, where indi-
vidual differences between designers may affect how they engage
with the information dimensions in the design practice. In our
study, designer D6 observed that the level of expertise plays a big
role in a designers’ ability to comfortably move between and
utilize different types of information during the design process:
“Designers know the principles of design and they know the elements
of design. So very foundational things, like shape, color, size, texture,
movement. If you know those things then you have the playground to
apply those things, but for students, they’re still learning those skills,
so they have to learn at the same that they’re playing and so of course
their creative output is not going to be as high as someone who’s
super comfortable with ‘I can do this with a line, I can do this with
a shape, I can create this this kind of visual contrast to create this
visual interest’, and so on. You just have more freedom and play
so you generate more unique solutions.”
Individual preferences or tendencies may also influence design-

ers’ behaviors as they engage with different information dimen-
sions. Awareness of which type of information is being used
frequently in their practice can reveal information deficiencies
that may occur during this process. For example, designer D5 dis-
played a level of self-awareness for certain thinking patterns that
drives their information seeking behavior: “There are different
thinking patterns that we’ve evolved as professionals that work
for us. I already know that I love talking about abstract concepts,
but I need concrete. I love getting concrete answers because I live
in the abstract; I’m always trying to assess this, so I like to hear
direct things from other people and tell me if I’m interpreting it
wrong.” In this way, the information dimensions also act as a
kind of “compass” that designers use to calibrate their design
efforts and ensure they are meeting design goals.

4 Contributions to Design Research
The main goal of this study was to investigate how information

dimensions manifest in design practice, as reflected on by experi-
enced designers. The interview data were qualitatively analyzed,
and the resulting themes were presented using participant quotes
and descriptions where possible. The main findings are that:

• Designers display an awareness and understanding of their
own thought and design process, and intentionally adapt
their information usage according to their information needs,
which varies throughout the design process.

• Designers recognize the inherent tension that exists
between levels of dimensions, and deliberately and fluidly
move between dimension levels through (1) trajectories and
(2) loops.
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The first contribution of our work brings the cognitive strategies
used by designers during their practice into focus. The designers’
deliberate adoption of different forms of information throughout
the design process highlights that the Information Archetypes
Framework should not be taken as a prescriptive framework that
decrees a value judgment on information dimensions. Rather, it
emphasizes how each information dimension serves a different
purpose at different points in the design process. For example, in
the generality information dimension, substantial work has
explored the cross-cutting level as a means of gaining inspiration
[53,58]. On the other hand, the designers in this study illustrated
how a specialists’ accumulation of domain-specific information
can create unique value through deep expertise, a notion that has
received less attention in the design literature.
Throughout our study, our participants showed a nuanced under-

standing of the type and purpose of different forms of information
during design. While these reflections can appear to be tacit, they
mirror closely the “reflective practice” cognitive processes dis-
cussed by Schön [59], where expert designers demonstrate a
“knowing in practice” that guides their judgments and behaviors
in highly uncertain situations, as is common in design practice.
Indeed, metacognition, defined as a continual monitoring and
control of cognition in the service of using effective cognitive strat-
egies, has been acknowledged as an important indicator of expertise
[60] and plays an important role in a highly unstructured and chal-
lenging environment such as design practice. Our work provides
empirical evidence of metacognitive strategies leveraged by design-
ers in practice and can serve as a foundation for building tools and
methods that support these metacognitive strategies.
The second major contribution of this study is a conceptual

understanding that tensions exist between levels of an information
dimension and that designers move between different forms of
information during the design process. First, setting up the
dimension levels as two opposite ends on a spectrum creates an
inherent tension in each dimension that the designers treated as
a natural part of the design process. The following sections illus-
trate how these tensions manifest in the designers’ own work
practice:
Information Source: The designers in our study circumvented the

tension between information that is already available (internal)
versus acquiring additional information (external) by approaching
external information as a way to supplement and verify already exist-
ing internal information. This finding provides nuance to the gener-
ally accepted notion that designers are blank slates seeking
inspiration from external sources early in the design process [29].
Instead, designers in our study described a rich and complex
network of internal inspiration sources, sophisticated methods for
curating their inspiration, and a critical approach to modifying and
updating their internal network with relevant external information.
Abstraction of Information: The designers in our study navigated

the tension between utilizing broader concepts (abstract) versus spe-
cific details (concrete) by counterbalancing them throughout the
design process, such as by advocating for concretization of abstract
ideas and keeping the abstract in mind when collecting concrete
information like user data. This finding extends the previous litera-
ture by showing how the complementary relationship between
abstract information (used to maximize the effectiveness of solu-
tions [31]) and concrete information (used to reduce complexity
[32]) can be tapped into continuously and concurrently, rather
than across design phases or activities.
Generality of Information: The designers in our study indicated

that the desire to draw from different disciplines (cross cutting) is
opposed by the desire to become an expert in their specialization
(domain specific). One designer emphasized the importance of
seeking input from other designers, while another highlighted the
role of curating expertise to providing unique value. The designers
diverging experiences are in line with the previous literature,
which similarly argues that value can come from deep, domain-
specific information [34] as well as from conceptually distant
information [53].

Effectuation of Information: The designers in our study moder-
ated the tension between leveraging existing resources (effectua-
tion) versus focusing on the end-goal (causal) by interpreting
existing resources as the network of people whom they could tap
into for additional expertise and different viewpoints to complement
their own as they sought to fulfil the causal project requirements and
goals. This finding is somewhat in line with the previous work in the
sense that people are considered as resources that can be leveraged
(effectual). However, the designers did not view effectuation as an
independent thinking style, but rather as a means to achieving end-
goals (causal) [35].
Representation of Information: The designers in our study indi-

cated that the tension between the desire to resolve conflict and
quick passing of ideas (synchronous) versus the need to record
information (asynchronous) was inherent to the nature of their
work. The designers experiences regarding which channels were
used to communicate what kind of information was very much in
line with previous work, with the designers echoing previous liter-
ature by affirming that although the majority of design work is done
through asynchronous emails [37], synchronous face-to-face com-
munication is especially valuable in the early stages of the design
process [38].

4.1 Traversing Information Dimensions. In considering
the inherent tension that exists in these information dimensions,
designers described several ways that they moved within each
dimension during their design practice, as illustrated in Fig. 2.
Consider a hypothetical situation: A client comes to a designer
to develop a software product. Path A illustrates how the designer
loops through various modes of communication; The client will
most likely have reached out to the designer using asynchronous
email, after which the designer may set up a synchronous
meeting in person. As the project continues, the designer may use
emails to update the client with progress (asynchronous) or call
them for additional clarification or questions (synchronous).
Throughout the process, the designer makes use of asynchronous
information more frequently due to its speed and convenience, but
these asynchronous communication methods are punctuated by
synchronous meetings with the client to delve deeper into issues
that necessitate a face-to-face meeting. Path B illustrates how a
designer may bring in external information to verify existing
internal information, for example, by conducting user studies and
checking in with the client. The designer relies on external informa-
tion earlier in the design process and then turns inward toward the
later stages of the design process to synthesize findings, reflect on
their knowledge, and generate innovative solutions to the design
problem. Finally, Path C illustrates the overall directionality of the
design process in which a client’s abstract ideas become a concrete
solution. However this process is not linear, as the designer must
keep these abstract goals in mind as they evaluate concrete informa-
tion and make concrete design decisions. Ultimately, the generated
solution is a concrete manifestation of abstract concepts that the
designer has kept in mind during the design process, such as
design principles and heuristics, desired messaging or branding
around the solution, and even design philosophies or approaches
that they are trying to advance (e.g., sustainable design, ethical
design).
In the illustrative examples provided in Fig. 2, designers

described a general movement over the course the design
process towards a specific end of the information dimension (e.g.,
moving from abstract to concrete in Path A). We call these
general movements over time Trajectories in the design process.
In addition, designers show a tendency to move back and forth
between different levels of an information dimension throughout
the design process, either through periodic cycles (e.g., asynchro-
nous punctuated with synchronous in Path B) or through tighten-
ing iterations (e.g., increasing reliance on internal information
towards the end in Path C). We call these iterative movements
Loops.
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5 Limitations and Future Work
The information dimensions that make up the Information Arche-

types Framework were developed through a combination of litera-
ture and field work [21]. By focusing on the ways in which
information can be present in the design process and how it varies,
the framework is primarily descriptive in nature. This study contrib-
utes to the InformationArchetypes Framework by exploring howand
when designers might use the information dimensions. Although it
has provided some insight into this matter, several limitations must
be noted. First, although the designers who participated in this
study were experienced designers, future work should look into val-
idating their responses with a larger number of participants to inves-
tigate the generalizability of their claims. For example, even though
all eight designers provided valuable input for the results, not all
designers were equally represented in the quotes provided in this
article. To some extent, this can be attributed to the appropriateness
of the quoteswith the research question, as well as differences in how
eloquently people verbalized their thoughts and how much people
have reflected about their practice. In addition, some dimensions
may be more relevant, less complex to understand, or more con-
sciously accessible to designers during an interview study.
Second, the designers in this study operate in different fields that

could be viewed as more technical (software design) andmore visual
(graphic design) areas. While this study did not specifically sample
from mechanical engineers, this broader definition of design more
accurately reflects the interdisciplinary realities of complex, real-
world problems that engineers in practice face [61]. The growing
need for engineers to work beyond disciplinary boundaries has
become integrated in engineering education, as evidenced by the
courses and learning outcomes that are prioritized in major engineer-
ing institutions [62,63] and the inclusion ofmultidisciplinary skills as

a necessary accreditation criterion for the ABET Engineering
Accreditation Commission [64]. While the designers did provide
responses that spoke to the specifics of their respective fields (such
as the examples they provided), overall, there was substantial
overlap in the participants’ experiences as designers, especially in
the general approaches and processes that they employ. For
example, the inclusion of user-experience designers was particularly
helpful for studying how information is organized and structured
around a wide variety of design projects due to their focus on the
holistic aspects of a users’ experience [65], which was used in this
study to represent the range of considerations that may influence
design decision-making in disciplines such asMechanical Engineer-
ing design. Still, it is possible that a more narrowly defined sample of
designers may reveal specific insights, constraints, and consider-
ations that may be unique to the engineering discipline. Thus,
further research exploring the practical context of mechanical engi-
neering projects is necessary.
Third, the interview format enabled the designers to select expe-

riences that they deemed most relevant and generalize across mul-
tiple experiences. While interviews provide insight into the
participants’ thoughts and feelings, they are less suitable for deter-
mining what participants would actually do in a situation. The ben-
efits of self-reflections are often disputed with reliability concerns
[66], so future work that observes in situ could provide insight
into how designers actually engage with information throughout
the design process versus how they think they do. Finally, although
this work does not intend to make claims about when which infor-
mation dimension is more useful, relevant, or important, such pre-
scriptive statements could be useful guidelines for ensuring that
information is not unintentionally overlooked or disproportionally
favored over other information.
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